Scientists uncover interactions between
bacteria that infect the lungs in cystic
fibrosis
27 April 2017
The scientists found that a carbohydrate substance
known as alginate, produced by a particular strain
of P. aeruginosa known as FRD1, promotes the
biofilm of the streptococcus species Streptococcus
parasanguinis. At the same time, biofilm formation
by S. parasanguinis restricts biofilm formation by P.
aeruginosa—in line with previous studies.
The team also found evidence that molecules
known as adhesins, which are produced by S.
parasanguinis, play an important role in this
Substances produced by a harmful bacterium in the
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of other bacteria that, in turn, inhibit the harmful
biofilm or attach to surfaces, and they appear to be
bacterium's biofilm, according to new research published necessary for enhanced biofilm formation by S.
in PLOS Pathogens. Credit: Scoffield JA, et al. (2017)
parasanguinis in the presence of alginate.
These findings suggest a potential mechanism by
which S. parasanguinis, which is normally found on
Substances produced by a harmful bacterium in
the surface of teeth, might colonize the lungs of a
the lungs of cystic fibrosis patients may enhance
cystic fibrosis patient and inhibit P. aeruginosa.
the growth of other bacteria that, in turn, inhibit the Further studies of this interaction could provide
harmful bacterium's biofilm, according to new
clues for the development of new treatments to
research published in PLOS Pathogens.
combat P. aeruginosa infection.
Most people with cystic fibrosis develop lung
infections that involve multiple species of microbes.
These microbes adhere to each other and to the
walls of the airway in structures known as biofilms.
A biofilm bacterium known as Pseudomonas
aeruginosa can cause devastating symptoms, but
recent studies suggest that other bacteria known
as streptococci might inhibit P. aeruginosa and
improve lung function.
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To better understand the role of streptococci in
cystic fibrosis, Jessica Scoffield of the University of
Alabama at Birmingham and colleagues grew
several biofilms in dishes and in fruit flies. Each
biofilm consisted of a P. aeruginosa strain and a
streptococcus strain. The researchers used
molecular and microscopy techniques to observe
interactions between the bacteria.
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